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Introduction
Inside a decade, application to person (A2P)
messaging has become an essential tool for
enterprises all over the world. No other
customer service channel can match its
ubiquity and immediacy.
A2P messaging now fuels a huge industry.
According to Mobilesquared, the market
was worth $11.86 billion in 2017 and is on
course to deliver $26.61 billion in revenues
to mobile network operators (MNOs) and
other stakeholders by 2022.
Mobilesquared estimated firms sent 1.67
trillion A2P messages in 2017 alone.
What could go wrong? Well, a powerful
argument in favour of A2P messaging is
that it is 'clean'. Unlike email, it has not been
overwhelmed by fraud and spam. By and
large, people still trust SMS.

This is a fragile state of affairs. Messaging’s
trustworthiness is exactly why the criminals
are interested in it. The danger is: if
fraudsters flood the channel with spam and
'SMiShing' messages, people will lose faith
in A2P as they have in email.
But the future of the channel is not merely
about keeping it clean. There are also many
new opportunities on the horizon. These
include developing innovative new use
cases for SMS and exploring the potential of
the ‘next gen' rich media RCS channel.

“Messaging’s trustworthiness
is exactly why the criminals
are interested in it. But the
future of the channel is not
merely about keeping it clean.
There are also many new
opportunities on the horizon..”

In this report, we reveal how the world's
MNOs feel about these important
monetisation topics.
The A2P Monetisation study was conducted
by ROCCO Research for MEF and in association
with Tata Communications and Anam.
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About this study
The A2P Monetisation study questioned more than 50 MNOs from
every region worldwide.
It takes a snapshot of the market for enterprise messaging,
identifying the key drivers and barriers to growth. The study also
reveals how MNOs view the market today and tomorrow – including
an outlook for RCS.
On average, MNOs reported that 60 per cent of their A2P traffic is
domestic, while 40 per cent is international.
Broadly, the results address the following topics:
• The key issues MNOs face in the area of A2P SMS fraud
• What methods they use to prevent it
• How they view the potential of RCS, and its vulnerability to fraud
• The regulation that offers the best defence against malpractice
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The top level findings:
• The top 3 A2P monetisation issues are all
fraud-related. MNOs regard SIM farms, grey
routes and spam as the biggest threats to
monetisation.

• Self-regulation is the best industry response to
fraud and spam: Half of MNOs favour an
aggregator-led or MNO-led code of conduct.
• 54 per cent of MNOs are growing their customer
bases to boost A2P revenue.

• The average MNO believes fraud steals 9.4 per
cent of A2P revenue – that’s nearly $1.5 billion
this year.
• 58 per cent of MNOs expect to launch an A2P
RCS product by end of 2019.
• 46 per cent of MNOs have installed an SMS
firewall – and more than half did so in
• 43 per cent of MNOs have no idea how A2P
2016/2017.
RCS will impact their revenues.
• MNOs see SMS firewalls and managed
services as the best defence of A2P revenue.

• Fewer than eight per cent of MNOs believe
RCS will be more prone to fraud than SMS.
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HISTORY AND DEFINITIONS

RESEARCH FINDING 1: MONETISATION CHALLENGES
Sim Farms

The top 3 A2P
monetisation issues are
all fraud-related. MNOs
regard SIM farms, grey
routes and spam as the
biggest threats to
monetisation.

SMS Phishing

As a result, MNOs put spam and SIM farms at the top of
their list of current threats, scoring 33 per cent and 20 per
cent respectively. Grey routes (18 per cent) and SMiShing
(10 per cent) follow next.

10.20%

Grey Routes,
Bypass,...

18.00%

Spam

33.33%

Access Hacking
SMS Originator
Spoofing

4.08%

SMS Roaming
Intercept Fraud
MAP Global
Title Faking

The widespread installation of SMS firewalls appears to
have succeeded in reducing grey routes and faking. But
the study shows that, in response, fraudsters now focus
more on the use of SIM farms to perpetuate fraud and
related spam.

20.41%

8.16%
2.08%

SIM Swap Fraud
SCCP Global
Title Faking
SMS Malware
(SMA Hacking)

4.08%

Aritificial
Inflation of...
SMSC
Compromise
0%
0

2.08%
5%
5

10%
10

15%
15

20%
20

25%
25

30%
30

35%
35

Question: Please rate the following types of fraud
in terms of their impact on monetisation.
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A2P MESSAGING FRAUD: THE 13 TYPES

The 13 flavours of fraud
Fraudsters abuse A2P text messaging with a combination of social engineering and technical workarounds. MEF has
identified the 13 main fraud types.
1. Spam
Texts sent without permission to farmed lists of
numbers – sometimes with fraud in mind.

6. Access Hacking
Hijacking a legitimate service and then sending
messages with no intention of paying for them.

10. SMSC Compromise Fraud
Sending messages without paying for them –
and leaving the SMSC owner to pay the charges.

2. SMS Originator Spoofing
Changing the sender identity of a message –
and tricking a consumer into thinking that a
message is from a trusted brand.

7. Grey Routes
Many MNOs assume they will handle tiny
amounts of inbound traffic from smaller MNOs.
For this reason, they do not sign a traditional
AA.19 or AA.60 agreement. Scammers exploit
this. They re-route messages through these
MNOs to avoid paying regular fees.

11. SIM Farms
Using a bank of P2P, Machine to Machine (M2M)
or enterprise SIM cards to send A2P messages.
The practice takes advantage of retail offers not
meant for A2P messaging.

3. SMiShing (SMS Phishing)
Combining the above with social engineering to
persuade a recipient to disclose personal details.
4. SMS Malware
Using SMS to convince a person to download a
bogus app, which can retrieve sensitive data.

8. MAP Global Title Faking
An address used in the SCCP protocol for routing
messages. Fraudsters alter it to avoid detection
by a firewall.

5. SIM Swap Fraud
A fraudster cancels the victim’s SIM and
activates a new one linked to a new handset.
He/she can then steal money from the victim.

9. SCCP Global Title Faking
Sending a message from a sender that doesn't
own the global title – or has leased it from a
third party and then faked the SCCP address.

12. Artificial Inflation of Traffic (AIT)
Here, a fraudsters sends messages to itself,
commonly via a SIM Farm. It exploits commercial
loopholes to make money from the transaction.
13. SMS Roaming Intercept
Here, the fraudster intercepts a message while a
consumer is roaming. It then sets up a virtual
phone with the target's number, and uses this to
access PINs and passcodes that can access
payments and accounts.
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RESEARCH FINDING 2: THE COST OF FRAUD
MNOs believe fraud ‘steals’
an average of 9.4% of A2P
revenue – that’s nearly
$1.5 billion this year.

“Assuming the market to be
worth $13.72 billion, MNOs
are losing $1.5 billion a year to
messaging fraud.”

Nearly one dollar in every ten is lost to some form of A2P
messaging fraud, say the world's MNOs.
The study revealed that on average operators believe the
'revenue impact' of fraud is 9.4 per cent. Assuming the
market to be worth $13.72 billion (source: Mobilesquared),
that’s nearly $1.5 billion. However, some responses indicate
that the impact could be as high as 32 per cent.
Interestingly, analysts believe the revenue lost to fraud could
be even higher. Mobilesquared says that if all grey traffic
were to be priced at white-route levels, revenues would
increase from $13.72 billion to $19.63 billion this year.

9.4%
Question: What is the approximate
percentage of revenue impact your
messaging traffic faces from fraud?
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RESEARCH FINDING 3: FIREWALLS
46% of MNOs have
installed an SMS firewall –
and more than half did so
in 2016/2017.

2010
2011
2012
2013

What do MNOs see as the primary defence against A2P
fraud and spam? The research is pretty emphatic. Firewalls
top the list. 46 per cent of MNOs have already installed one.
And among those that have, most (55 per cent) did so in
2016 and 2017. This almost certainly reflects the sudden
rise of SMiShing and other forms of message-related fraud
over that time period.
An SMS firewall represents a technical solution to channel
abuse. It can scan every message to reveal if it is
fraudulently originated or – in some cases – if the message
content itself is “fraudulent”.
An SMS firewall can also identify improperly charged grey
routes and differentiate A2P from P2P SMS traffic.

2.5%

2014
2015
2016

10%
12.5%
10%
15%

2017
2018
2019

40%
2.5%
5%

2020
0%
0

10%
20

20%
40

30%
60

40%
80

50%
100

Question: when have you installed or when
do plan to install an SMS firewall?
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RESEARCH FINDING 4: PROTECTING A2P REVENUE
Consultancy

MNOs see SMS firewalls
and managed services as
the primary method for
protecting A2P revenue.

15%

Managed
services

31%

Active traffic
management

22%

Blacklisting

The world’s MNOs want a mixture of technical fixes and
industry collaboration to improve their A2P messaging
income. In fact, they have already done much to lock down the
channels, with 2017 seeing the biggest spike in firewall
installations.
The survey asked: ‘What are the products or services you
want the industry to provide, in order to help protect your
messaging revenue?”
Firewalls and managed services topped the list. A combined
65 per cent cited them. However, more than half also
mentioned more collaborative approaches such as
white/blacklisting and consultancy.

23%

Whitelisting

17%

Revenue
assurance

22%

(Penetration)
Testing

28%

34%

Signalling
firewall
0%
0

5%
5

10%
10

15%
15

20%
20

25%
25

30%
30

35%
35

Question: what specific measures have you
taken to help monetise messaging and
protect against fraud/spam?
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ANALYSIS: FUTURE A2P THREATS AND DEFENCES
A2P monetisation specialist Anam says MNOs have made good progress on fraud. But there are more battles to
come. And they require a ‘managed service’ defence comprising machine learning and human expertise...
Anyone close to the A2P messaging space knows
one thing about fraudsters. They do not give up
easily. Anam understands fraudsters well. Its SMS
firewalls filter billions of messages on behalf of
MNOs every day. These activities put it on the
frontline against abuse.
And it's from this vantage point that Anam is able
to conclude that SMS firewalls have mostly
succeeded: they have blocked the most blatant
sources of spam and fraud.
"The easy to tackle fraud has been reduced," says
Clive Steady, director of sales at Anam. "Firewalls
have largely dealt with the grey route faking issue,
for example. This is good news, and it shows that
MNOs were right to take the step.
Many were nervous about installing SMS firewalls.
They worried about blocking legitimate traffic. But
those that went ahead have been proved right."
Now, MNOs face a more sophisticated threat –
from SIM farms. Put simply, firewalls can't always

determine whether SIM farm traffic is legitimate
or not. For example, the traffic pattern emerging
from SIMs inside smart meters could, superficially,
resemble the pattern issuing from SIM farm
broadcasting spam messages.

create a situation where spammers have to keep
closing and re-opening SIM farms. The hope is
that, in the end, it becomes too expensive for them
and they are forced to give up."

"SIM farms are quite complex to deal with," says
Steady. "From an operator point of view, it's hard
to tell if it's legitimate P2P or M2M traffic. And
they really do not want to block off honest
customers. That's why we have had to develop
more complex services to counter these threats.”
Now, Anam is harnessing artificial intelligence and
machine learning technologies to reveal
suspicious patterns in the traffic that does get
through firewalls.
Steady says: "In some jurisdictions, you can't
inspect the actual message content because of
data privacy rules. So instead we have to use a
combination of AI and expert analysts to draw
conclusions based on the activity. We can never
eradicate all the SIM farms this way, but we can

"Easy to tackle fraud has been
reduced. The big danger is now
SIM farms."
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RESEARCH FINDING 5: SELF REGULATION
Self-regulation is the best
collective response to
fraud: half of MNOs
questioned favour either
an SMS aggregator-led or
MNO-led code of conduct.

15%

Aggregator-led
code of conduct

50%

MNO-mandated
code of conduct

54%

Certification
programme

While there are obvious technical responses to A2P
messaging abuse, these measures are essentially reactive.
They attack an existing problem.
Clearly, a more long term remedy is for the industry to cut
off the supply of messages to fraudsters. If criminals can't
buy or steal traffic, much of the fraud problem goes away.
So what's the best way to achieve this? The industry
agrees that self-regulation offers the best hope. The
survey revealed that globally MNOs support the
introduction of an MNO-led code of conduct (54 per cent)
or an SMS aggregator-led code (50 per cent).

42%

Enterprise
education

42%
10%

21%

Other

0
0%

10
10%

20
20%

30
30%

40
40%

50
50%

60
60%

Question: what should the
industry do to tackle fraud?
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RESEARCH FINDING 6: SELF-REGULATION
ASIA

EUROPE

AFRICA

MNO-mandated code of conduct
24%

35%

33%

33%

25%

Enterprise education
Certification programme
50%

SMS aggreator-led code of conduct

16%
25%
20%

24%

NORTH AMERICA

13%

SOUTH AMERICA

Question: what should the
industry do to tackle fraud?

20%
30%

33%

33%

30%
20%

20%

13%

In Europe there was highest support for adoption of an industry
code by SMS aggregators (36 per cent) whereas in Africa the
preference was for an MNO-mandated code (50 [per cent).
Other preferred remedies include education and certification
(globally both 41 per cent).
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SELF-REGULATION: MEF CODE OF CONDUCT
The 10 principles
Those who sign up to MEF's global code for
best practice must agree to...
1. Not create, carry or deliver unsolicited A2P SMS messages.
2. Accept that consumers can revoke their consent to be
contacted.
3. Respect legal limits or consumers’ preferences regarding
time and frequency of A2P SMS interaction.
4. Handle adequately consumers’ personal data, ensuring the
best privacy practices when collecting, processing, and
transmitting it.
5. Not modify message content or metadata unless
legitimately required for message delivery.
6. Not modify messages content or their metadata unless
legitimately required for message delivery.
7. Not access or use another company’s infrastructure for any
purpose without explicit authorisation.
8. Never hide their identity or use someone else’s.
9. Actively promote and educate all industry parties to ensure
that every service offered is safe and reliable – and
complies with operational and legal requirements.
10. Help regulators, police and other parties to limit the scope
and recurrence of fraudulent incidents and identify
fraudulent actors.

A collective defence
MEF is leading the charge to promote best
practice in the A2P messaging space.
MEF launched its global A2P SMS Code of
Conduct in June 2018. Its aim was to reach
consensus on best practice and agree
commercial, procedural and technical
principles.
To develop the code, MEF worked with more
than 30 members of its Future of Messaging
Programme. This included MNOs such as
Telefonica, Telenor, and Vodafone along with
SMS aggregators and signalling providers.
MEF’s COO Joanne Lacey says: “It's in everyone's
interest to tackle A2P fraud and spam.
Consumers show great belief in the channel.
“Their trust has helped the industry to grow –
and enterprises to unlock incredible value. We
need to maintain this trust by cutting off the

supply to fraudsters. Strong self-regulation can
help us achieve that. The results of this study
are very encouraging. The fact that 54 per cent
of MNOs would mandate an industry code
bodes well for MEF’s Trust in Enterprise
Messaging (TEM) service. “
Lacey also stressed the need for business
customers to play their part. “This is key,” she
said. “Enterprises need to better understand
the messaging ecosystem. The study shows
that MNOs agree, with 42 per cent citing
enterprise education as a priority if we’re going
to win the war against fraudsters.
“The TEM badge can play its part. It is awarded
to signatories of the code. Clearly the longterm goal is that enterprises recognise the
badge and associate it with trusted providers.”
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RESEARCH FINDING 7: A2P MESSAGING GROWTH
54% of MNOs are
growing their customer
bases to boost
A2P revenue.

5%

9%

32%
As we've seen, tackling fraud and spam can return
vast A2P revenues back to MNOs. But there's more to
growing the market than reducing abuses. The
industry can also find new customers and new use
cases for A2P messaging.

54%

Evidently there is still plenty of scope to grow the A2P
market, even though it currently generates $20 billion
a year.
Consumer-facing education

Indeed, the survey revealed more than half of MNOs
are actively growing the number of enterprises buying
traffic. Meanwhile 32 per cent are creating new
messaging projects.

Growing the enterprise customer base
New messaging projects and tariffs
Other

Question: apart from revenue protection, what are you
doing to build your A2P SMS messaging revenue?
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ANALYSIS: EMERGING A2P MESSAGING OPPORTUNITIES
Where will A2P stakeholders find future monetisation? Tata Communications’ Ben Bannister shares his thoughts.
As long as enterprises need to talk to customers,
there will be A2P opportunities. The last decade
has proved that.
So where will the future use cases come from?
Ben Bannister, director of mobility and
collaboration services at Tata Communications,
argues that there is still more growth to come
from a sector that currently contributes an
estimated 20 per cent of all A2P traffic: two
factor authentication (2FA) messages.

develop new use cases.” Bannister says the other
space to watch is Internet of Things (IoT). A world
of machines using messaging to 'talk' to other
machines and applications offers a potential
goldmine to A2P messaging stakeholders.

or even for sabotage and blackmail. We have to
be extremely careful here, and combine existing
anti-fraud techniques with the best of cyber
security technology."

"IoT can be a huge driver of new use cases," he
says. "We're already seeing some companies
using messaging to wake up remote devices and
sensors. So you can imagine how that market
might grow when you factor in projections of 25
billion M2M connections by 2025."

"We've seen a huge rise in the use of A2P
messages as one time passcodes – especially for
account setup by next-gen service providers," he
says. "I believe this market can grow even more.
But I think there's scope for these enterprises to
work a little more closely with MNOs.

On the flip side, any rise in A2P messaging for
M2M devices would almost certainly up the
stakes in the war against attackers. It would link
messaging to vast strategic networks such as
banking, utilities and public transport.

“There's a sense that Facebook and LinkedIn and
the rest still see operators as providers of a
supply line. I think they should see them more as
ecosystem partners. The two sides could then
work together both to tackle fraud and also to

Bannister says this reinforces the need to build
in strong security from the start. "We could have
a situation in which criminals can hijack the
messaging channel to get inside these systems.
They could do that to steal money or credentials

“Look to authentication
and IoT for the next
era of growth”
16
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RESEARCH FINDING 8: RCS READINESS
60%

58% of MNOs expect to
launch an A2P RCS
product by end of 2019.

Next six months
Six months to a year
One to two years

50%

Two years plus

41.67%
40%

RCS divides opinion. It may or may not represent the
next iteration of SMS. It could be the default channel
for all mobile messaging for the coming decade. Or
MNOs could decide not to support it.
The study shows that just 6.25 per cent of MNOs are
actively generating A2P revenue from the RCS
channel today.
Are more preparing to join them? Yes – to an extent.
The research reveals 58 per cent expect to launch an
A2P RCS product by end of 2019.

36.11%

30%

20%

13.89%
10%

8.33%

0%

Question: If not already launched, how long before you
expect to offer an RCS product to the A2P market?
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RESEARCH FINDING 9: RCS IMPACT

43% of MNOs have
no idea how A2P
RCS will impact their
revenues.

7%

37%

Here is further evidence of the “jury’s out”
status of RCS. MNOs appear to believe it is too
early to know how the tech will affect their A2P
business.
The most frequent answer was “don’t know” at
43 per cent. Seven per cent said ‘no impact’. Just
13 per cent were confident RCS would have a
positive impact.

13%

43%

Positive impact
Don’t know
Other
No impact

Question: What impact do you think A2P RCS is likely
to have on messaging monetisation in future?
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RCS: MARKET PROJECTIONS

RCS – a technology in waiting
What are the facts around RCS? Here is the latest data on live launches and future market projections.
It's not surprising that RCS barely registers in the A2P messaging space. While
RCS came into existence ten years ago, it languished until Google revived it by
launching a universal profile for the channel in 2016.
As of 2018, RCS has been launched by 64 operators in 45 countries, though Japan
is the only country in which all MNOs have adopted it.
The GSMA is confident of additional launches by more than 40 new operators in
30 countries by the end of 2019. RCS currently has around 170 million
subscribers worldwide.
The technology is seen as a vibrant new option for enterprises. RCS can embed
rich features such as maps, payment screens, video and images into single
messages. It also gives businesses the chance to customise these messages with
brand colours and fonts.
In effect, RCS can turn every alert into a mini-app, but one with full two-way
communication built into it. To accelerate the drive to A2P RCS, Google launched
an RCS Business Messaging programme with selected brands and aggregators.
Google and GSMA say this could deliver a market worth $74 billion by 2021.
Others are more cautious. Mobilesquared projects $26.61 billion by 2022.
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RESEARCH FINDING 10: RCS FRAUD
10% of MNOs believe the
RCS channel will be more
prone to fraud than SMS.

No
Don’t know
Yes
Other

23%
Though there is little consensus on the future success of RCS, the vast
majority of MNOs believe it will be more fraud-proof than SMS. The study
revealed that just ten per cent consider it to be more vulnerable than 160character text. 36 per cent believe it will be safer. 31 per cent don't know.
The industry has not yet discussed the fraud threat to RCS too publicly.
However, the theoretical dangers are clear to see. An RCS message can
contain with images, maps, video, payment and more. These elements will
give fraudsters more 'tools' with which to dupe consumers.
Certainly, it’s the responsibility of the ecosystem to protect against these
abuses as the technology rolls out. At present, the main hope lies with the
sender ID system. Both the GSMA and Google are building ‘verified sender’
processes to check that an enterprise is above board. Once verified, a brand
can use its name, logo, brand colour and font for all their messages.
The hope is that this system will work, and that people will get used to the
idea of the verified sender ID. They will learn to be suspicious of any A2P
message that doesn't have one.

36%

10%

31%
Question: Do you
think A2P RCS is
more vulnerable to
fraud, compared with
standard A2P SMS
One possible consequence of this could be to push scammers deeper into
P2P RCS messaging. They could pretend to be a friend and send bogus
links to social media posts and so on. They could use these scams to phish
for personal credentials or install malware.
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Conclusions
Enterprise messaging is a thriving global industry. It returns valuable incremental
revenue to the world’s MNOs.
More important, it delivers irreplaceable value and utility to millions of consumers
every day. And that utility is increasing as enterprises continue to develop new
use cases.
It’s imperative to protect A2P monetisation and to keep the fraudsters from
polluting the channel.
This study underlines how seriously mobile operators view this threat. It shows
that they are embracing technical defences such as firewalls, looking at managed
services to drive monetisation and demanding industry self-regulation.
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Methodology
This A2P Monetisation study was conducted by ROCCO Research for MEF and in association with Tata Communications and Anam.
The online survey was carried out in Q4 2018, and more than 50 MNOs completed the survey. Rocco’s research team contacted the
participants to obtain their perceptions on the survey and to validate the respondents and data.
The study elicited respondences from MNOs of all sizes and in all regions. The split is illustrated in the charts below.
MNO RESPONSE

REGIONAL RESPONSE

12%

8%

13%

2%
27%

10%
19%

Africa

MNO Large Independent

Asia

MNO Small Independent

Europe

6%

Middle East

Group Large

35%

Group Small

North America

MVNO

South America

40%

27%
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About The Study Partners
MEF is a global trade body that, as the voice
of the mobile ecosystem, focuses on crossindustry best practices, anti-fraud and
monetisation. The Forum provides its
members with global and cross-sector
platforms for networking, collaboration and
advancing industry solutions. The goal is to
accelerate the growth of a sustainable
mobile ecosystem that delivers trusted
mobile services. Established in 2000 and
headquartered in the UK, MEF has
members across Africa, Asia, Europe, North
and Latin America.
www.mobileecosystemforum.com

Tata Communications Ltd along with its
subsidiaries is a leading global provider of A
New World of Communications™. It leverages
its advanced solutions capabilities and domain
expertise to deliver managed solutions to
multi-national enterprises and
communications service providers. The Tata
Communications global network includes one
of the most advanced and largest submarine
cable networks and a Tier-1 IP network with
connectivity to more than 240 countries
across 400 PoPs, as well as nearly 1 million
square feet of data centre and colocation
space worldwide. Tata Communications’ reach
in emerging markets includes leadership in
Indian enterprise data services and in global
international voice communications. Tata
Communications Limited is listed on the
Bombay Stock Exchange and the National
Stock Exchange of India.
www.tatacommunications.com

Anam is the world’s leading independent
SMS Firewall and A2P Monetisation
service provider, filtering billions of
messages on Mobile Networks for more
than 300m subscribers across 65
countries. Anam’s team of Industry leading
A2P consultants leverage firewall &
analytics technologies to enable Mobile
Operators generate new revenues from
A2P SMS on their networks as well
ensuring Subscriber protection against
SPAM and fraudulent traffic. Anam has
corporate and technical headquarters in
Dublin Ireland, Anam’s Asia presence is
managed from Kuala Lumpur and the
company has further worldwide presence
in the Czech Republic, Egypt, Jamaica,
Malta, Nigeria, Pakistan, Russia, UK and
Vietnam.
www.anam.com
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ABOUT MEF’S FUTURE OF MESSAGING PROGRAMME
MEF’s Future of Messaging Programme brings together all stakeholders in the enterprise
messaging ecosystem including MNOs, messaging and solution providers to achieve a
common goal to promote and accelerate best practices that limit fraudulent behaviours and
identify new opportunities for enterprise messaging.

The self-funded initiative is part of MEF’s ongoing commitment to advocate industry best
practice and self-regulation across the mobile ecosystem. Founded in 2015 the programme
helps its participants address industry challenges through collaboration as well as leverage
new business opportunities via two dedicated workstreams; Fraud Management and Market
Development. In 2018 launched its self-regulatory Trust in Enterprise Messaging Service.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AND TO GET INVOLVED PLEASE VISIT:

WWW.MOBILEECOSYSTEMFORUM.COM
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